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Abstract 
In order to improve the allocation efficiency of emergency resources for urban public 
emergencies and reduce the response time loss of emergency rescue in the links such as 
scheduling and path selection, this paper establishes an integrated dynamic 
optimization model for emergency vehicle scheduling and path selection based on the 
traffic information in real-time and time-varying road network environment, aiming at 
the lowest cost of emergency vehicle scheduling and the shortest emergency response 
time, and designs a genetic algorithm to solve it. The example analysis results verify the 
practicability of the model. 
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1. Introduction 

With the intensification of urbanization, the aggregation of various functions of the city, the 
probability of emergency events is rising. How to reduce the casualties and property losses 
after the occurrence is worthy of attention. As a key parameter of emergency traffic, rescue time 
has always been the main goal of emergency traffic management. Relevant research shows that 
vehicle scheduling before and after the emergence of road network emergency traffic have a 
particularly significant impact on it . Therefore, how to effectively integrate the two, for 
different types of emergency rescue vehicles, accurate policy, effective integration, to reduce 
the impact of emergencies, reduce the severity of its consequences, has very important 
significance. 
Reasonable scheduling of different types of emergency rescue vehicles and optimization of their 
driving paths in the road network has always been a research hotspot and difficulty in 
emergency transportation system optimization. With regard to emergency vehicle scheduling, 
Ozdamar et al.  studied the multi-stage distribution of disaster relief materials in emergency 
rescue under natural disasters, and analyzed and solved the dynamic disaster relief model 
combined with Lagrange relaxation method. Wu  used the improved genetic algorithm to solve 
the emergency vehicle scheduling under the new corona pneumonia epidemic. Liu Bo  For the 
vehicle scheduling problem of emergency supplies, the vehicle scheduling problem of 
emergency supplies under the condition of uncertain demand for disaster relief materials at the 
affected point is considered. Yang Haiqiang  Research on emergency vehicle scheduling in 
transportation network based on genetic algorithm. In terms of the path selection of emergency 
vehicles, Fan et al.  established an optimization model with the minimum total cost as the goal 
for the multi-depot vehicle path problem with mixed time windows under the time-dependent 
network, and designed an adaptive genetic algorithm with large neighborhood search to solve 
the model. Julie  studied the cross-regional collaborative emergency rescue problem with time 
window constraints and considering the difference of disaster rescue. Taking the shortest total 
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rescue time and the lowest total absolute and relative deprivation costs as multiple decision 
objectives, a cross-regional collaborative emergency rescue path selection model considering 
efficiency and fairness was constructed. The ant colony algorithm was used to implement the 
simulation solution of an example. Duan  proposed a shuffled frog leaping algorithm to solve 
the shortest path problem of emergency vehicles according to the discrete dynamic 
characteristics of road network. Zhao Peng et al.  based on real-time and time-varying traffic 
information in the road network environment, with the minimum vehicle travel time and the 
strongest path reliability as the goal, a vehicle guidance optimization model based on on on-
way time and path reliability is constructed. But these studies are considered emergency 
vehicle scheduling and rescue vehicle routing optimization problem respectively : When 
studying emergency vehicle scheduling problem, we assume that the vehicle travel time from 
rescue point to disaster point is known, without considering the specific vehicle routing 
problem ; when studying the path problem of emergency vehicles, the shortest path from the 
known rescue point to the disaster point is solved. But in fact, there is interdependence and 
mutual influence between them. For example, rushing from different rescue points to disaster 
points will lead to different vehicle paths and driving times ; on the contrary, different vehicle 
paths and driving time also determine the reasonable choice of the rescue point. Therefore, it 
is necessary to conduct integrated optimization research from the perspective of system 
optimization, that is, to study the integrated optimization problem of emergency vehicle 
scheduling and path selection. 
Urban road traffic is in an uncertain dynamic environment. Vehicles are affected by frequent or 
accidental factors such as traffic flow, traffic accidents, traffic control, and weather changes in 
the driving process, which will lead to great differences in the driving time of distribution 
vehicles in different sections of each day and in different periods of the same day. Some of these 
factors are time-varying or time-dependent and can be predicted in advance to some extent, 
while others are unpredictable and can only be obtained in real time over time. At present, only 
the above real-time and time-varying factors are partially considered in some studies on 
dynamic vehicle routing problems, but these real-time and time-varying factors also have an 
important impact on emergency vehicle scheduling and path selection optimization decision-
making. If not considered, the decision-making scheme will not be optimal or even feasible. 
Therefore, considering the actual emergency rescue of urban public emergencies, this paper 
intends to study the emergency vehicle scheduling and path selection in the case of multiple 
disaster points and multiple rescue points, and on the basis of time-varying traffic data 
combined with real-time traffic information, with the lowest scheduling cost and the shortest 
emergency response time of emergency rescue vehicles as the goal, to study the integrated 
dynamic optimization of emergency vehicle scheduling and path selection in real-time and 
time-varying road network environment. 

2. Problem Description and Modeling 

2.1. Problem Description 
This paper studies the emergency vehicle scheduling and routing problem can be described as : 
the city emergency rescue network is abstracted as directed network graph ( , , ( ) )G V E T t Q  , 

 1 2, ,..., mV v v v which represents the node set, including rescue points, intermediate nodes, 

disaster points. The connection arc between adjacent nodes is the section ( , )i jv v E . For the 
time interval of interest Q. ( )T t is the road travel time function. The problem to be solved is how 
to select a suitable set of rescue points, select an appropriate number of rescue vehicles and 
arrange a reasonable route to enable the required rescue resources to be delivered to the 
disaster point in the shortest possible time after a public emergency broke out at a disaster 
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point. In general, it is necessary to dynamically adjust the rescue point selection, vehicle 
arrangement and path planning scheme according to the dynamic changes of road network 
conditions and the number of emergency disaster points : 
(1)Divide rescue vehicles into used and unused vehicles : used vehicles refer to vehicles that 
have left the rescue point ; unused vehicles refer to vehicles that are not yet dispatched and are 
still stored at the rescue point. Among them, the used vehicles can be divided into two 
categories according to their location : ① on the way from the rescue point to the disaster point, 
which is called on-way vehicles ; ② Vehicles that have reached the disaster point. 
(2) The current position of on-road vehicles at each re-decision is defined as a virtual rescue 
point. When making a redecision, compare the shortest path travel time between the virtual 
rescue point to the disaster point and the unselected candidate rescue point to the disaster 
point in the original scheme to determine whether to update the rescue point selection scheme.  
(3) In the re-decision, the optimal path of real-time updating optimization should be compared 
with the optimal path in the original scheme. When the winning value is greater than a set 
threshold, it is driven by the new optimal path ; otherwise, keep the original scheme unchanged, 
to avoid frequent changes in the route, to ensure the actual operability of the scheme. According 
to the dynamic traffic situation, every interval time is set to make a decision again, in order to 
dynamically optimize and adjust the rescue point and rescue vehicle path, as far as possible to 
shorten the emergency resource delivery time. Based on Rolling Horizon strategy, this dynamic 
decision-making problem can be transformed into a series of static decision-making problems 
at discrete time points. 

2.2. Determination of Speed Time Dependence Function 
Assuming that the road condition information is updated once every fixed time interval t , the 
combination strategy of real-time information and time-varying information is designed as 
follows : the traffic condition of the road section within a certain range ( such as the driving 
time within the range t ) from the location of the vehicle at the decision time t is obtained 
based on real-time information, and the traffic condition of the road section is obtained by time-
varying data, namely. 
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In which, ( )r
ijV t is the real-time measurement speed of any road segment ( , )i j  at the decision 

time t , ( )h
ijV t f is the time-varying speed of the road segment ( , )i j  at the time period t f , 

and ( )ijV t f is the estimated speed of the road segment ( , )i j at the time period t f . In order 
to ensure that the vehicle travel time satisfies the first-in-first-out principle in the real-time and 
time-varying road network environment, the following methods are designed to calculate the 
vehicle travel time ijt on any road section t f . Set as the starting point s , ijd is the distance of 

the road section ( , )i j , h
ijkv represents the time-varying driving speed on the road section ( , )i j  

during the period k , and r
ijv  represents the real-time speed on the road section ( , )i j  at the 

decision time. t represents the time range of real-time measurement speed, and st represents 

the time when the vehicle leaves the starting point s . If the time it when the vehicle reaches the 

node i  is in the first k  period, kt and kt denote the lower limit and upper limit of the period, 

respectively, that is, it ∈ [ kt , kt ], then the calculation ijt  is divided into three cases : the road 
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section ( , )i j  is completely in, partially in and completely out of time t . Among them, the 
intermediate variable d  represents the distance between the distance points i on the road 
section ( , )i j . When the vehicle reaches the point i , the time period it  is judged, and whether 

the driving time is within the range t  is judged : if it is outside the range t , it is the time ijt  at 
a time-varying speed ; otherwise, it is judged whether the road section ( , )i j  is completely 
within the time range t  : if it is, it is the time ijt  of driving at real-time speed ; otherwise, ijt is 
composed of the time of real-time speed driving within the range t  and the time of time-
varying speed driving outside the range t . 

2.3. Modelling 
2.3.1. Modelling Assumptions 
( 1 ) The geographical location of disaster points, rescue points and the number of vehicles 
requiring various types of emergency rescue traffic are known and unchanged;  
( 2 ) There are many types of emergency rescue vehicles. This study selects three key types of 
emergency rescue vehicles, namely fire trucks, police vehicles and ambulances;  
( 3 ) The passage of rescue vehicles is preferred and there is no need to wait when passing 
through the intermediate node;  
( 4 ) In view of the high requirement for timeliness in emergency situations, repeated calls of 
rescue vehicles are not considered, that is, each vehicle is enabled once ; the rescue vehicles 
dispatched from the same rescue point to the disaster point at the same time have the same 
route. 
2.3.2. Modeling 
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s  : rescue point; e : disaster point;  : decision time;   ( ) 1 ( )S s s S      : The set of all 

candidate rescue points including virtual rescue points at time  ; it  : The moment when the 

vehicle arrives at node i ;  ( )ij it t : The time it takes for the vehicle to travel from node i  to node
j  at time t , ( , )i j E  ;  ( )sT  :  The shortest travel time required for the vehicle from the rescue 

point s  to reach the disaster point at time t , k
sW : Number of emergency vehicles of type k  (fire 

trucks, ambulances, police vehicles, engineering rescue vehicles, etc.) in rescue point s ; ( )kc t  : 
Rescue vehicle type k  travels from the rescue area to the rescue request point, the cost per 
minute; K : A collection of all models involved in emergency rescue; k

eD  : Demand for 

emergency vehicle type k  at disaster point e ; ( )ijT  :The travel time required for the vehicle in 
place i  at time t  to travel from place i  to place j  according to the new optimal planned route;

0 ( )ijT   : The travel time required for the vehicle in place   at time   to travel from place   to place  
according to the old optimal planned route;  L : From a practical point of view, choose the 
maximum number of rescue points; M : a large number; C : threshold. 
Formula ( 2) denotes the shortest emergency response time, formula ( 3 ) denotes the lowest 
cost in the process of emergency vehicle scheduling, formula ( 4 ) denotes the planning scheme 
with the shortest emergency response time and the lowest total cost of emergency scheduling. 
The unit time conversion cost coefficient is introduced to transform the time target into the cost 
target. Equation (5 ) ensures that there is no loop in the vehicle driving path, and Equation (6) 
ensures the continuity of the vehicle driving path. Type (7) to ensure that any vehicle 
dispatched rescue points will be selected, type ( 8) to ensure that the number of selected rescue 
points does not exceed. Formula (9) denotes that the new path planned by real-time 
information saves driving time compared with the original path if it is less than the set winning 
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threshold, then the original path is driven, otherwise the new path is driven. Equation (10) 
shows that the rescue point can meet the demand of the disaster point for emergency vehicles. 
Formula ( 12-15 ) denotes 0-1 variable constraint. 

3. Model Solving 

In the process of emergency resource allocation for urban public emergencies, it is necessary 
to make quick decisions on the above-mentioned emergency vehicle scheduling and path 
selection optimization models, especially to quickly traverse each node to find the optimal 
vehicle path. The selection of rescue points and the path of rescue vehicles need to be 
dynamically optimized and adjusted, so it has high complexity. Therefore, this paper designs a 
two-stage algorithm combining improved genetic algorithm and linear programming method 
to solve the problem. 
Stage 1: Rescue vehicle path planning. Here, an improved genetic algorithm is used, combined 
with the vehicle travel time calculation method under real-time-time-varying conditions 
proposed above, to obtain the shortest vehicle path and the shortest path travel time from all 
candidate rescue points or virtual rescue points to the disaster point. 
Stage 2: Selection of rescue points and dispatch of rescue vehicles. On the basis of stage 1, 
combined with the emergency vehicle supply of the candidate rescue points, the selected rescue 
point and its demand for various types of emergency vehicles at the disaster point are 
determined by the linear programming method, and the time-varying combined with real-time 
information is solved. 

4. Case Analysis 

 

Figure 1. Road network of case study 
 
The road network shown in Figure 1 is used to verify the validity of the model and algorithm. 
There are 5 emergency rescue points,nodes 1,3,12,25 and33, 2 emergency disaster points, 
nodes19 and21,36 road section nodes, and 55 intersecting road sections in the case road 
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network. There are three types of emergency vehicles, fire trucks, police cars and ambulances. 
The time period of interest is [8:00, 9:00], let t =5min, that is, the real-time road condition 
information update and the re-decision of emergency vehicle scheduling and route selection 
are carried out every 5min, then the decision time is 0,5,10,...  . Assume that the emergency 
disaster point occurs at 8:00 and the emergency disaster point occurs at 8:03. The distribution 
of vehicle resources at emergency rescue points is shown in Table 1, the traffic demand of 
emergency disaster points is shown in Table 2, and the dispatch cost analysis of different types 
of emergency vehicles is shown in Table 3. In addition, the time-varying driving speed on each 
road section at different time periods (set every 5 minutes as a time period) and the real-time 
driving speed on each road section at different decision-making moments are randomly 
generated, which are not listed here due to space limitations. 

 
Table 1. Distribution of emergency vehicle resources 

emergency rescue point point fire truck/vehicle police car/vehicle ambulance/vehicle 

1s  1 5 4 3 

2s  3 1 0 2 

3s  12 5 2 0 

4s  25 3 5 1 

5s  33 0 8 6 

 
Table 2. Analysis of emergency traffic demand at rescue request point 

emergency disaster point point fire truck/vehicle police car/vehicle ambulance/vehicle 

1e  19 5 2 3 

2e  21 2 3 4 

 
Table 3. Analysis of scheduling cost of different types of emergency vehicles 

Vehicle Type travel cost /(yuan*min-1) Driving speed /(km*h-1) 

fire truck 15 75 

police car 12 40 

ambulance 10 60 

 
Use MATLAB to write the code of the improved genetic algorithm to calculate the shortest 
vehicle path and the shortest path travel time from all candidate rescue points or virtual rescue 
points to the disaster point. The genetic algorithm parameters are set as follows: Num = 40, 
Maxgen = 500, pc = 0.8, pm = 0.2. The calculation example is tested on a machine with Intel Core 
i5 CPU 2. 4GHz and 4G memory. 
In the first decision ( 0  ), the objective function value of the disaster point = 9.8min, and the 
algorithm runs for 17.2s. At this time, the selected rescue points and vehicle travel paths are 
shown in Table 4, and the values in parentheses represent the time when the vehicle arrives at 
each node in the path. 
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Table 4. The decision result of disaster point 1e  at τ = 0 
Selected rescue 

point 
Number of rescue vehicles 

dispatched 
Rescue vehicle path 

fire 
truck 

police 
car 

ambulance 

4s  3 2 1 
4s (0)—24(5.21)—23(6.82)—19(9.76) 

2s  1 0 2 
2s (0)—7(0.82)—17(4.56)—16(5.82)—

20(7.20)—19(9.20) 

3s  1 0 0 
3s (0)—13(2.20)—14(4.6)—15(7.8)—19(9.8) 

 
The disaster point occurs at 8:03, the second decision is made, the objective function value = 
5.56min, the algorithm runs for 20s. 
 

Table 5. The decision result of disaster point 1e  at τ = 0 
Selected rescue point Number of rescue vehicles dispatched Rescue vehicle path 

fire truck police car ambulance 

3s  2 2 0 
3s (3)—24(6.52) 

5s  0 1 4 
5s (3)—26(6.12)—21(8.56) 

 
In the third decision ( 5  ), the road network changes, and the objective function values of 
disaster points 1e  and 2e  are 9.93min and 8.82min respectively. The selected rescue points, 
dispatched vehicles and their corresponding paths are shown in Table 6 and Table 7, and the 
algorithm running time is 21.5s and 16.3s. The virtual rescue points are represented by 4x , 2x

and 3x ( 3k , 5k ) , which corresponds to the position of the vehicle dispatched by each selected 

rescue point 4s , 2s and 3s  ( 3s , 5s )when the initial decision is made. 

 

Table 6. The decision result of disaster point 1e  at τ = 5 
Selected rescue point Number of rescue vehicles dispatched Rescue vehicle path 

fire truck police car ambulance 

4x  3 2 1 
4x  (5)—24(5.6)—20(7.12)—19(9.93) 

2x  1 0 2 
2x  (5)—16(5.62)—20(7.03)—19(9.10) 

3x  1 0 0 
3x  (5)—15(7.56)—19(9.62) 

 

Table 7. The decision result of disaster point 2e  at τ = 5 
Selected rescue point Number of rescue vehicles dispatched Rescue vehicle path 

fire truck police car ambulance 

3k  2 2 0 
3k  (5)—24(6.78) 

5k  0 1 4 
5k  (5)—26(6.31)—21(8.92) 
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It can be seen from Table 6 that when 5  , the state of the road network changes, that is, the 
transit time of the road section changes, which delays the time to arrive at the disaster point. 
Even if the decision-making path does not change, the time for the vehicle to arrive at each node 
on the path changes.When 10  , all the dispatched personnel had reached the accident point, 
so the rescue mission was completed. 

5. Conclusion 

This study starts from the integrated dynamics of dispatching and route selection of different 
types of emergency vehicles, from the perspectives of emergency vehicle dispatching cost and 
emergency response time, considering the changes in the number of disaster points and the 
dynamic changes of the road network, and constructs different types of emergency vehicle 
dispatching. The optimization model is integrated with the path selection, and then the model 
is solved by the improved genetic algorithm. The analysis results of an example show that the 
model and algorithm can effectively solve the integrated dynamic optimization problem of 
emergency vehicle scheduling and route selection in the real-time-time-varying road network 
environment, and the proposed algorithm has good computational performance. 
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